
 

 

 
Abstract—Nowadays, robust and secure watermarking algorithm 

and its optimization have been need of the hour. A watermarking 
algorithm is presented to achieve the copy right protection of the 
owner based on visual cryptography, histogram shape property and 
entropy. In this, both host image and watermark are preprocessed. 
Host image is preprocessed by using Butterworth filter, and 
watermark is with visual cryptography. Applying visual cryptography 
on water mark generates two shares. One share is used for embedding 
the watermark, and the other one is used for solving any dispute with 
the aid of trusted authority. Usage of histogram shape makes the 
process more robust against geometric and signal processing attacks. 
The combination of visual cryptography, Butterworth filter, 
histogram, and entropy can make the algorithm more robust, 
imperceptible, and copy right protection of the owner.  

 
Keywords—Butterworth filter, digital watermarking, histogram, 

visual cryptography. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

N today’s era, technology is growing in a greater pace but it 
can cut both ways in terms of fast transmission and 

manipulation. Resultantly, Security concern over copyright 
protection of digital media objects has become a challenging 
issue. Watermarking comes out as a raising solution to tackle 
this problem. Digital watermarking is a technique in which 
pattern of bits are embedded into digital media object. 
Watermarking can be applied to various multimedia objects 
like audio, video and image [2]. In this paper, emphasis is 
done on digital image watermarking. The method of 
watermarking is appreciated based on its characteristics for 
achieving copyright of owner are robustness, imperceptibility, 
capacity, security, unambiguity, and blindness [1], [6]. 

Robustness basically refers the capability of extracting 
correct watermark after yielding the attacks [1], [2]. 
Imperceptibility connotes that watermark should be self-
effacing [1]. Unambiguity specifies that extracted watermark 
should be precisely verifying the copyright of owner [6]. 
Blindness implies that original media objects are not required 
in extraction process of watermark [6]. Security cites to the 
shield against illegal watermark extraction [6].  

For achieving conditions stated above, various 
watermarking algorithms have been reported in literature. 
Many of these are robust but they do not cope well with other 
conditions. To preserve the security of secret image, Naor and 
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Shamir in 1994 proposed a scheme named visual secret 
sharing scheme VSS or visual cryptography (VC) [12], [14]. 
The main aid of visual cryptography is that it does not modify 
the secret image and decryption is performed by human visual 
system [14]. Visual cryptography scheme divides secret image 
into various random looking shares. Consider (2, 2) VC 
scheme which divides secret image into two shares. This VC 
scheme allows freely distributing one of the shares, and 
second share can be used as key which required reconstructing 
the secret image. It is feasible to hide one share from others in 
order to protect secret image. So, it means that the hidden 
share can be used as a key for decryption of the original 
image. With this viewpoint, VC has been considered to attain 
the protection of watermark in combined scheme, whereas key 
share is required to reconstruct embedded watermark. In this 
way, this scheme can be used to resolve any dispute of image 
ownership and accomplish copy right of owner [12]. 

In this paper, (2, 2) visual cryptography is combined with 
the histogram shape based watermarking. The adoption of 
visual cryptography with watermarking helps in achieving 
characteristics of copyright of an owner.  

To achieve robustness to signal processing and geometric 
attacks, Butterworth filtering and histogram shape property 
has been taken into account. In order to increase security and 
robustness, both watermark and host data are preprocessed 
before embedding process. Then watermark is embedded by 
maintaining histogram shape property. The histogram shape 
property for embedding watermark will be discussed in 
coming section. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II 
provides a short review on digital watermarking based on 
histogram shape and visual cryptography methods. Section III 
illustrates proposed embedding method and section IV states 
proposed decoding method. Finally, section V concludes this 
paper.  

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, the concepts of visual cryptography and 
watermarking techniques are reviewed. Firstly, watermarking 
scheme based on histogram is illustrated. Afterwards, visual 
cryptography is discussed.  

A. Watermarking Scheme Based on Histogram 

In literature, many watermarking methods which utilized 
concept of histogram and low pass filtering are reported. Most 
watermarking techniques presented which use the statistical 
concept of image histogram. 
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In last few years, various watermarking techniques have 
been associated with VC [6], [12]-[14], [19], [21]-[28]. One of 
the first attempts to use VC in watermarking has been 
presented in [19]. In this, embedding took place into two 
phases. At the first step, watermark is divided into two random 
noise looking shares. In second phase, one share of watermark 
which is called as cipher is embedded into host data, and the 
result is called stego image. If One of these two shares is 
modified, then watermark cannot be revealed.  

Han Yan-yan et al. [15] reported (2, 2) visual cryptography 
scheme in addition to traditional cryptography. Jithi et al. [16] 
developed a progressive visual cryptography for meaningful 
shares. The formation of meaningful shares has accomplished 
by combining watermarking with visual cryptography. At 
decryption, secret image is published gradually by 
superimposing more and more shares progressively. Ming et 
al. [17] reported Joint Visual cryptography and watermarking 
method in history. Firstly, noise is injected into host image. 
Afterwards, pair conjugates error diffusion is performed for 
generation of shares. Noise aids in diverting hacker’s attention 
from the shares. W.P. Fang et al. [18] presented a progressive 
viewing scheme for sharing of sensitive images where each 
pixel is expanded into 2*2 block B(x, y). 

In [12], [13], [20], depending upon type of VC employed 
with watermarking, classification of digital watermarking 
based on VC is carried out into three different types. First one 
is watermarking using (2, 2) VC. Second one is watermarking 
using (2, n) VC, and the last one is watermarking using (k, n) 
VC. 

(2, 2) VC is employed for achieving copyright protection of 
images in [6], [22], [24]. In [6], scheme employs 
characteristics of DWT while in [22] DWT and SVD is 
adopted. 

Robust scheme has been proposed based on Fractional 
Fourier transform, SVD, and VC that helps in enhancing 
robustness and security by Sanjay et al. [14]. In [23], [25], 
[26], multiple watermarks are inserted. Scheme presented in 
[27] is blind, invisible, and robust. In this, image is 
preprocessed by using DT-DWT and shares are generated 
using pixel expansion. For security of medical digital content, 
Medical image watermarking scheme has been proposed in 
[21] that adopts DT-CWT with (2, 2) Visual Cryptography.  

Rawan et al. [28] reported a HSV image watermarking 
scheme based on VC. In this method, first features are 
extracted from histogram of H, S, and V planes of HSV 
image. Afterwards embedding is done by using VC. 

III. PROPOSED EMBEDDING METHOD 

In this paper, a method is proposed to maintain security and 
robustness. (2, 2) VC and histogram shape property is 
exploited in watermark embedding and decoding. At 
embedding, watermark and cover image both are preprocessed 
first. On watermark, VC is applied to ensure copyright of 
owner and cover image is processed by enforcing Butterworth 
low pass filter on it. Use of the Butterworth filter enhances 
robustness to signal processing attacks. Then, filtered image is 
utilized for embedding the watermark share. 

Watermark embedding mainly contains two parts; the first 
one is called preprocess, and the other one is watermark share 
embedding. Watermark embedding is shown by block diagram 
of watermark embedding process in Fig. 4. 

A. Preprocess 

In preprocess host image and watermark both are processed. 
Watermark is processed by applying VC, and host image is 
processed by using Butterworth filter.  
1) VC: Apply (2, 2) VC on watermark. As a resultant, it 

generates two shares called W1 and W2. Share W1 will 
be inserted into cover image I, and share W2 is submitted 
to trusted authority for achieving copyright of owner. 
Encoding of watermark by means of shares makes scheme 
secure and robust.  

2) Butterworth Filter: Employ Butterworth filter on the 
cover image I for extracting low frequency component 
ILow. Robustness to common signal processing attacks 
may be attained by embedding watermark into low 
frequency component.  

B. Watermark Share Embedding  

Watermark share is embedded into low frequency 
component of cover image by utilizing histogram shape 
property. Watermark share embedding process is further 
subdivided into four steps as explained below: 
1) Histogram Construction: Generate histogram of extracted 

low frequency component Ilow of Cover Image. 
 

Hlow(j)=hlow(j) and j = 0,1……,255         (3) 
 
where hlow( j) denotes number of pixels of intensity value j. 
2) Embedding Range Selection: In this, location is selected 

for inserting watermark. Here, output of previous steps 
becomes input i.e. use extracted histogram hlowof Ilow. 

First, combine two gray level as a bin BI expressed as: 
 

BI(j) =hlow(2*j)+hlow(2*j+1)            (4) 
 

and then combine two neighboring bins as group written 
below [1]-[4]: 
 

G(j) = BI(2*j) + BI(2*j +1)             (5) 
 

Number of pixels in jthgroup is Ngj.  
Range for embedding is depends on Ngj and threshold Ta.  

 
IF(Ngj>= Ta) Then 
select Ngj for embedding. 
ELSE 
Drop jth group for embedding. 
END                                                                                       (6) 
 

Apply this procedure for all groups in G. and find all 
eligible groups for embedding [1]-[4]. These eligible groups 
are denoted by E. and length of watermark is notated as L. 
whereas in this length of watermark should be less than E. so 
choose N groups with most pixels for embedding. Selection of 
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